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Finest Collection of
Upright Candlestick Telephones

COLLECTION

Pete D’Acosta’s collection of candlestick telephones (below)
includes rare pieces like a No. 9 automatic intercommunicating portable desk
set made by Wilhelm Telephone Manufacturing Co. (opposite).
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In 1985 Pete D’Acosta launched an independent
television station in Wichita Falls, Texas, that aired
only syndicated material. As a young businessman
with a penchant for success, D’Acosta invested all of
his time and energy into the station, but he also received
some good advice along the way. To remain emotionally
balanced, he was told, you need a hobby—something to
help you keep things in perspective. “You get too obsessed
and caught up with what you’re doing professionally and
you lose sight of the important things in life,” D’Acosta says.
It made sense, but D’Acosta knew that wanting a hobby
and having one were two different things. Like any passionfilled project, discovering a hobby requires a spark of inspiration, so D’Acosta kept the idea in the back of his mind
and waited for lightning to strike. Months later, while his
station was airing an Andy Griffith episode—D’Acosta’s
favorite television show—he watched a scene where Andy
sat behind his desk and talked on one of those vintage,
upright telephones. At that moment, D’Acosta found his
inspiration. The search for an antique telephone of his own
seemed as good a hobby as any, so he set out on a quest,
passively stopping into various antique stores from time to
time in hopes of finding one.
It didn’t take long for D’Acosta to realize that such a
search would prove to be far more difficult than he initially
thought. However, his search did much more than provide
him with a vintage, upright telephone; it also led him to
discover a chapter in the story of American ingenuity that
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t all began with a television show.
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he was sure few people had heard. It was a story ripe with
ambition and greed, and it chronicled the efforts of thousands
of small businesses who fought valiantly to compete with one
of the most powerful monopolies in American history.

The telephone patent issued to Alexander Graham
Bell on March 7, 1876, granted him 17 years of protection. At
that time, consumer telephones were hulking, wooden, handcranked apparatuses mounted to the wall. That all changed in
1892 when Bell introduced the first upright desktop model,
better known as a “desk stand” or “candlestick” telephone.
Over the previous 16 years, Bell had had to legally fight off
more than a thousand telephone companies that organized
and operated while his patent was still in effect. By the early
1890s he understood that innovation was critical to future
success, since his patent was set to expire in a few years,
and he was sure that even more companies would rise up to
challenge him. His candlestick telephone was a preemptive
response to that ensuing competition.
Bell’s prediction proved to be accurate, as more than 6,000
independent competitive telephone companies emerged in the
decade that followed the dissolution of his patent. Dozens of
manufacturing companies were designing and producing distinctive candlestick telephones to meet the demand of the independent telephone companies offering service across the country.
Those companies relied on the beauty of their telephones, with
designs accented by fluted and nickel-plated rope shafts, potbellies, and other features, to compete against Bell’s company,
American Telephone and Telegraph (AT&T). While the independent companies had an advantage with more aesthetically
pleasing phones, Bell countered with a more developed infra-

Pete D’Acosta (left) designed an in-home showroom
for his collection (above), but already his collection
has outgrown the space he allocated for it.
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structure of telephone lines—a feature greatly enhanced by the
acquisition of Western Union’s American Speaking Telephone
Co. in 1879, which included 250,000 miles of existing telegraph
wire already erected throughout the country.
With consumers reluctant to purchase non-Bell equipment
for fear of being disconnected from areas where AT&T operated (only Bell-manufactured telephones would work on the
AT&T system), it was only a matter of time before most of the
independent companies went out of business. As those companies disappeared, so did the diversity of candlestick telephone
designs. The death blow came in 1926, when Bell introduced
the first desktop cradle telephone. Consumers were eager to
move on to the next big thing, and just like that, as quickly as
it had come, the candlestick telephone era faded away.

pendently produced candlestick telephones is 250 pieces
strong, but he didn’t get to that point without learning a few
important collecting lessons along the way. It was a few years
into his search before D’Acosta finally found a candlestick
telephone at a South Texas antique store. The discovery energized him to find more, though it was another couple of years
before D’Acosta stumbled upon a second one. This pattern of
collecting continued up until the mid-1990s, when the Internet
blossomed and brought with it new acquisition opportunities.
When eBay came along in September 1997, D’Acosta was on
the scene, buying similar candlestick telephones as often as he
could find them. Looking back on those times, however, the

56-year-old collector can only chuckle at his ignorance. “You
think that it’s all going to look good and be important, and
that it will all be rare,” he says. “I was a fool. I bought stuff
that [today] I would just as soon give away than sell again.”
As is the case with most collecting genres, the Internet
proved to be a double-edged sword for candlestick telephones.
For a rookie collector like D’Acosta, the World Wide Web
provided him with an opportunity to acquire about 100 telephones that, in retrospect, he realizes are fairly commonplace,
but it also introduced him to two antique telephone collector clubs, and it was those web sites that gradually educated
him on the less-common models that were produced for a
brief period of time. “Most collectors were drawn to Western
Electric–made Bell telephones,” he says. “Every now and then,
april 2012
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Numbers on telephone models below correspond
to these vintage advertising pages.
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though, I would come across an old candlestick telephone
that was made from some random company.”
It took several years of acquiring examples of those uncommon candlestick telephones for D’Acosta to begin piecing
together an understanding of their historical context. Research
through the Smithsonian archives and magazine advertisements from the late 1800s and early 1900s provided him with
more information on each phone’s significance, and soon the
fascination grew to become a new focus of his collecting.
“Once I started the history lesson I realized that, through
these telephones, I was uncovering a chapter in history that
I had never heard or seen before,” he says. “The more I dug
into it, the better the story got.”

1 1896 Standard
rope shaft telephone
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Like any serious collector, D’Acosta is motivated by the
desire to have something that is one-of-a-kind, and he’s confident that many of the telephones in his collection bear that
distinction. As an example, he points to a swirl-base Western
Electric model no. 2 manufactured in 1892, the first upright
desktop telephone that Bell produced and, to his knowledge,
the earliest example known to exist in a private collection.
Displayed nearby is an 1894 model manufactured by the
Columbia Telephone Manufacturing Co., one of the first telephones to emerge as a legitimate competitor to Bell’s company.
As D’Acosta explains, Columbia’s telephones were introduced
as an alternative to paying a continual (and exponentially

2 1894 Columbia
Telephone Manufacturing Co.

1892 Western Electric Model #2
(not pictured in vintage advertising)
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increasing) rental fee from AT&T. Instead, Columbia’s phones
could be purchased outright and had the capability to handle
30 extensions in a small-to-medium-sized business.
Occasionally, D’Acosta will uncover a phone with mismatched components, but he says that’s not necessarily a
detriment. As he explains, repairmen in the late 1800s and
early 1900s often would switch pieces from one phone to the
next to keep them working. Instead, it’s an antique phone
with a brilliant luster that most concerns D’Acosta. There
was a six-to-eight-year window during the 1980s, he says,
when collectors were committed to restoring the nickel coating on all of their telephones. While he doesn’t believe that
such cosmetic upgrades hurt the perceived value of a phone,

3 1894 National
Telephone desk set

it can cover up evidence that unoriginal parts were used to
reproduce it. Therein lies the danger. “For me, I want them to
be completely original,” D’Acosta says. “The Western Electric
swirl base is absolutely authentic from top to bottom and
I don’t know how you can get any better than that. That’s
absolutely what you’re striving to acquire.”
Though D’Acosta’s collection is 250 telephones strong,
there still are phones out there that he’s after—at least a dozen
that he knows exist and would purchase in a heartbeat if he
had the chance. Beyond discovering them in basements or
attics, the real challenge rests in determining the purchasing
price. For almost 20 years, D’Acosta assembled his collection
relying on faith that these vintage telephones were bound to

4 1900 Garl 6 point
intercommunicating desk set

5 1894 StrombergCarlson Coffee Grinder
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be worth a lot, based on their limited supply and historical significance. About two years ago, however, he hoped to
ascertain some confirmation. He hired an auction company
to survey his collection, but after hours of analysis, D’Acosta
was no closer to an answer. “There were no collections of
candlestick telephones that came through the auction house
in the past 30 years,” he says. “There was nothing that they
could look at to help me evaluate the value and interest. But
the historical significance is without question.”
In the end, when it comes to future acquisitions, D’Acosta
is left with the only resource that he’s had all along—his
intuition. Most of his acquisitions occur within a network
of passionate collectors, though he says few are as focused as
he is on this particular era in American history. Regardless,
when he feels that a seller is asking more for the phone than
it’s worth, D’Acosta must evaluate just how that individual
phone will impact his collection. If the phone adds significant value to his overall assemblage, D’Acosta isn’t afraid to
spend more than he believes the individual phone is worth.

However, that still requires D’Acosta to reach a negotiating
stage with a fellow enthusiast, and such progression requires
patience. Some of D’Acosta’s most valuable telephones, like
the 1894 Columbia mentioned earlier and an 1894 model
manufactured by the National Telephone Manufacturing
Co., were purchased from a Florida collector, but D’Acosta
explains that the dialogue leading to those sales took many
years to develop. “I flew into Florida to meet the gentleman
in person to show him that I was the real deal and a genuine
collector,” he says. Even then, D’Acosta didn’t fly home with
those phones on his first trip.

While D’Acosta may long to know just what kind of
value the rest of the world places on his phones, he has no
intention of parting with them any time soon. As proof, when
he built a new home in North Texas about four years ago, the
first room that he designed was a showroom to house his collection. He paid special attention to the room’s architecture

Almost every phone
is easily accessible in
D’Acosta’s showroom.
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“I realized that,
through these
telephones, I was
uncovering a
chapter in history
that I had never
heard or seen
before. The more
I dug into it,
the better
the story got.”
–P ete D ’A co s ta

When designing his showroom,
D’Acosta paid special attention to
the architecture and lighting.

gives me greater confidence that this is such a special thing
within our history,” he says. “You have something that’s representative of the single greatest patent and monopoly in
history. I would be shocked if this doesn’t have enormous
significance to someone else.”
Even if D’Acosta happens to be alone in his assessment, it
would not change his perception of his collection. “Whether
there’s a market or not, if there’s a limited supply of a significant
historical antique, there ought to not be a downward spiral
for the value of that collection,” he says. “I’m not focused on
the end result, but at the same time, it just seems safe to me.”
Ultimately, he marvels over each phone’s appearance and
focuses on the craftsmanship, ingenuity, and persistence that
each one represents. For D’Acosta, that’s the selling point.
“It’s my art collection,” he says. “I love being around it.”
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and the lighting system, but he did not install glass cabinets.
“I grew to hate that,” he says of the showroom in his previous home, where all his phones were displayed behind panes
of glass. “A telephone needs to be touched and looked at.”
Despite the improvements that he made to his showroom
this time around, D’Acosta still made one tactical error in his
new home—his collection already has outgrown the space
that he allocated to it. “I’m already wishing that I had added
more shelves,” he says. “I have about 50 or so phones that I
can’t fit in there right now.”
While collecting an item with no perceived market can
make determinations of value difficult, it does lead to a
constant state of discovery, and in that respect, nothing has
changed since D’Acosta first began his collection 20 years ago.
“Every single article and historical document that I uncover

